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Abstract. This paper contains a sample article in the Topology
Proceedings format. The article includes a simple example of a
figure with an animation and a static graphic that shows instead
of the animation when the file is printed.

1. Introduction
This is a sample article in the TOPOLOGY PROCEEDINGS format.
Prepare your paper in a similar manner before submitting it to TOPOLOGY PROCEEDINGS. Please do not change the page size and do not
redefine the other pagestyle parameters like for example
\pagenumbering, \pagestyle, \baselineskip, etc.
2. Including Animations
This version of the article includes a simple example of a figure with
an animation and a static graphic that shows instead of the animation
when the file is printed (see Fig. 1).
To produce the PDF output file download the source files toprocanim.tex, static.pdf and rotation.avi. Then process toproc-anim.tex twice
by pdflatex.
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Figure 1. An example animation. (Click in the figure to activate.)
Click on the figure to activate the animation. On some systems you
may be asked to enable animations. In such a case, select the appropriate
option and click on the figure again.
Guidelines for including animations:
• We should be able to process your source files to get the final PDF.
Please contact Topology Proceedings before submitting your paper if you
wish to include animations using different packages than those in this
example. Also, please contact us if your final PDF file is substantially
bigger than 10 MB.
• Put your animations (and graphics) in the figure environment and let
them float (be positioned automatically within the paper, LATEX default).
• Your animations and figures cannot be wider than the standard text
width in the paper.
• Your paper must look good when printed on a 600 dpi black and white
printer. The print version of TOPOLOGY PROCEEDINGS is in black
and white only. To avoid white boxes in the printed version, each animation must be accompanied by a static graphic (or a graphic with text)
that shows before the animation is run and also anytime the file is printed
(see Fig. 1).
3. Main Results
Let S denote the set of objects satisfying some condition.
Definition 3.1. Let n be a positive integer. An object has the property
P (n) if some additional condition involving the integer n is satisfied. We
will denote by Sn the set of all s in S with the property P (n).
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The following proposition is a simple consequence of the definition.
Proposition 3.2. The sets S1 , S2 , . . . are mutually exclusive.
S∞
Lemma 3.3. If S is infinite, then S = n=1 Sn .
Proof. Since S is the set of objects satisfying some condition, it follows
from [1] that
obj(S) < 1.

(3.1)
By [3, Theorem 3.17], we have

obj(Sn ) > 2−n
for each positive integer n. This result, combined with (3.1) and Proposition 3.2, completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 3.4 (Main Theorem). Let f : S → S be a function such that
f (Sn ) ⊂ Sn+1 for each positive integer n. Then the following conditions
are equivalent.
(1) S = ∅.
(2) Sn = ∅ for each positive integer n.
(3) f (S) = S.
Remark 3.5. Observe that the condition in the definition of S may be
replaced by some other condition.
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